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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This report summarizes the work carried out under Contract F19628-88-C0033, Development of

Optical Fibers with Embedded Gratings for Signal Processing and Sensor Applications. The program

involved work with photorefractively formed Bragg gratings in the core of optical fibers. A Bragg

grating is a periodic variation in the index of refraction of the fiber core. Such a structure can have a

strong and wavelength selective reflectivity peak for radiation propagating in the core. The peak

occurs when the wavelength of the radiation is twice the period of the grating. This is known as the

Bragg condition; it is the condition for which radiation scattered from all parts of the grating adds up

coherently in the backward direction.

Work on this program has demonstrated that it is possible to produce strong Bragg reflectors in a

variety ,if fibers using transverse UV illumination. This has important implications for a variety of

sensor and signal processing applications. The technique allows the production of narrowband

reflectors of easily controllable reflectivity, center frequency and bandwidth at any desired point or

points in an optical fiber system. This will allow implementation of a variety of novel optical elements

including narrowband transmission and reflection filters, wavelength selective couplers, filters with

complex and controllable transmission characteristics, wavelength multiplexing elements and

distributed sensor systems.

Photorefractive formation of Bragg gratings in germanosilicate fibers was first observed by Hill

et al. [1] in 1978. In these experiments, a standing wave interference pattern from counterpropagating

beams of green radiation from an argon ion laser gave rise to a permanent change in the index of

refraction in the fiber core. The periodicity of the index change was identical to the periodicity of the

intensity in the interference pattern. It was also observed that the strength of the index rhange was

proportional to the square of the intensity of the exposing radiation, suggesting that a two photon

process was involved.

This latter observation suggested to workers at UTRC that it might be possible to form grating

more efficiently by a one photon process using ultraviolet radiation. Some initial experiments were

carried out. It was found that germania and germanosilicate glasses have an absorption peak at
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245 nm. This peak may be bleached by exposure to UV radiation. It is hypothesized that the bleaching

of this absorption, coupled possibly with the formation of other absorption peaks is responsible for the

photorefractive index change. Prior to the start of the program, some initial experiments were carried

out using a doubled argon laser. It was shown that gratings could be produced by transverse

illumination, and some relatively weak gratings were fabricated.

Under this program, the major accomplishments were:

" Use of a higher power UV source to generate strong gratings in the visible and

near infrared regions of the spectrum. The gratings were produced by transverse

illumination and were localized.

* Demonstration of the strain sensitivity of the grating

" Demonstration of the temperature sensitivity of the gratings.

" Demonstration of the persistence of the gratings at temperatures up to 500 0C.

" Demonstration of the dependence of the reflectivity on the transverse modes of

the fiber.

" Fabrication of gratings in polarization preserving fiber and demonstration of the

polarization dependence of the reflectivity.

" Analysis and demonstration of outcoupling of radiation from normal and tilted

gratings in isotropic and in polarization preserving fibers.

" Use of a Bragg grating in an external cavity semiconductor to achieve single

mode operations.

" Demonstration of the tuning of an external cavity semiconductor laser by strain-

tuning of the Bragg reflector.

" Analysis of the characteristics of configurations involving multiple, spaced grat-

ings.
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The major part of the experimental work on this program was carried out by W W Morey with

the technical assistance of A. W Wilson. Analytical support was provided by W H. Glenn and G.

Meltz. C. M. Ferrar carried out the experiments involving the semiconductor laser.
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2.0 BRAGG GRATINGS IN OPTICAL FIBERS

2.1 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF THE PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT

The formation of Bragg gratings in optical fibers was first observed by K. O. Hill et al. [1] in 1978.

In these early experiments, it was observed that if radiation from a 488 nm argon laser was injected into

a single mode, germania doped fiber, the reflectivity of the fiber grew from its initially low Fresnel value

( - 4%) to a value which could be over 90%. The explanation proposed for this observation was that a

weak standing wave which was initially present in the fiber due to the Fresnel reflection initiated the

formation of a grating. As the grating formed, the intensity of the backward propagating wave

increased, leading to the formation of a stronger grating. This bootstrap process continued until the

reflectivity saturated at a relatively high value. The narrow linewidth was confirmed by tuning the

grating line through the laser line by stretching the fiber. In other experiments gratings were formed

starting with two initially counterpropagating waves in the fiber.

The intensity of the radiation used in these experiments was quite high, approximately .5 watts in

a single mode fiber. It was observed that the strength of the grating produced was proportional to the

square of the writing power. It was also observed that different fibers with nominally the same

concentration of germania did not exhibit the same degree of photorefractivity, some in fact showing

no effect.

The potential utility of embedded gratings for sensor and signal processing applications was

recognized by workers at UTRC, and a program was initiated to explore the phenomenon. The

quadratic dependence of the grating strength on the writing power and the high optical intensities

suggested that a two photon process was producing the photorefractivity. This led to the question of

whether the effect could be produced at a much lower intensity by a one photon process using

radiation at one half the wavelength (twice the energy per photon) of that used in the fill experiments.

It was determined from published data and by direct experimental measurement that germania and

germania doped silica can have a strong absorption peak at a wavelength of 245 nm, roughly one half

the wavelength of the argon line. This absorption is not an intrinsic property of germania: it is believed
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to be due to the presence of oxygen vacancy defects in the lattice. The density of these defect depends

on the thermal history of the glass and is related to the dissociation reaction

1
GeO2 * GeO + 1 02

2

that can occur at elevated temperatures. It has been found by R. Weeks [21 that if the glass is

maintained at an elevated (- 16000C) temperature and then allowed to cool rapidly to room

temperature, many defects are formed. In the case of the optical fibers the defects could be present in

the preform or they could be formed in the drawing process since in drawing the fiber the preform is

maintained at high temperature and the glass cools rapidly as the fiber is drawn off. This could explain

the variability that is seen in nominally similar fibers.

It has been reported in the literature and confirmed experimentally at UTRC that the UV

absorption band can be bleached by exposure to radiation lying within the band. This suggests a model

for the photorefractive effect. With any absorption line there is an associated dispersion which makes

a contribution to the total index of refraction of the material. The dispersion due to a given line is

uniquely related to the absorption line shape by the Kramers-Kronig relation. This is completely

independent of the mechanism responsible for the absorption line. If the absorption line is bleached by

UV radiation, then its associated dispersion will also be bleached and the refractive index will change.

Although the absorption band may be narrow, the dispersion extends far beyond the band and, in fact,

remains finite for extremely long wavelengths (all the way to A! = ao or (D = 0). The absorption peak

near 245 nm is evident. It is a strong absorption, having an optical density of about 0.7 for a sample

thickness of only 41 microns. The figure also shows the bleaching due to exposure to 249 nm radiation

from a KrF excimer laser.
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This may be put on a more quantitative basis. Using a simple Lorentz oscillator model for the

absorption line it is straightforward to show that the propagation vector k is given by

_- +i

2jrno + 1 AA_)

2A A _

where a is the absorption coefficient at line center, o is the wavelength of the line center and A is the

line width (FWHM). The absorption coefficient is

a(At) = - = a ifA = A,
(4) 2 + (A,)2

The change in index is related to the real part of the propagation constant by

An= aA (I_1/2)

41)2 + (,)2

Far away from the absorption band (on the long wavelength side), this reduces to

An = aA
4jr

Figure 2-1 shows an absorption spectrum of a sample of germania glass that was prepared at

UTRC. (The composition of this glass was 100% GCO 2.) The glass was exposed to ultraviolet radiation

from a KrF excimer laser as indicated. The 245 nm peak is clearly visible in the unexposed trace and is

nearly completely bleached out at the long exposure. The optical density at the peak of approximately

0.7 corresponds to an absorption coefficient of 400/cm. Figure 2-2 shows a plot of the absorption and

associated dispersion from the Lorentz model. The measured peak absorption was used in the model
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and a linewidth of 20 nm was assumed. In the visible, the index change associated with the absorption

line is about 10- 4 and varies only weakly with wavelength. This is not meant to be a quantitative

comparison with the experimental results to be presented, but rather an indication of the order of

magnitude of the effects involved.

In this analysis it was not necessary to make explicit use of the Kramers-Kronig relation to derive

the real part of the index change from the imaginary part (the absorption). The K-K relation derives

from the requirement that the system be causal, i.e., that it does not have an output before the input is

applied. The Lorentz model for the index is causal so that the K-K relation is automatically satisfied.

This phenomenological model certainly does not describe all the processes that may be

occurring. Additional absorption lines could be produced by the irradiation, possibly in the vacuum

ultraviolet region which is not accessible to observation. It does provide confidence, however, that the

index changes observed in the visible and near IR should also be present in the 1300 nm and 1500 nm

bands.

The ability to produce photorefractive index changes with lew power ultraviolet radiation has

important implications for the fabrication of practical devices based on Bragg gratings. In the

experiments of Hill et al. 11] a high power density was required because of the two photon process. The

radiation had to be propagating in the core. Because of this, the g-ating was produced along the whole

length of the fiber. The periodicity of the grating was determined by the wavelength of the exlcing

radiation. With UV exposure, a transverse illumination, as shown in Fig. 2-3, may be used. This allows

localization of the grating in the fiber. The periodicity may also be conveniently changed by changing

the angle between the interfering beams.

2.2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF BRAGG GRATINGS

The basic properties of a Bragg grating are indicated schematically in Fig. 2-,;. The periodic

perturbation of the index in the fiber core is represented by the shading. Each perturbation will scatter

a small portion of the incident radiation. Generally. the radiation scattered by the different portions of

the grating will be mutually out of phase and will tend to cancel. For one particular condition, namely
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when the wavelength of the incident radiation is twice the period of the grating, all the contributions

will add up coherently in the backward direction, and a reflectivity peak will occur.

Analytical descriptions of the reflection and transmission properties of gratings have been quite

thoroughly worked out using coupled mode theory (see, for example, Lam and Garside [31). The

reflectivity is given by

=L Q2 sinh2 (SL)
R2nL) =Ak 2 sinh 2 (SL) + S2 cosh 2 (SL)

where

R = reflectivity
L = grating length

0 = coupling coefficient
Ak = k - kg/2

S = (Q2 - Ak2)2

The coupling coefficient 9) is

rL
Q = ;rAn ?

where y is the fraction of the fundamental mode propagating in the core. At the line center, the

expression for the reflectivity becomes

R = tanh 2 Q L

If the grating is weak, a simpler expression for the reflectivity may be derived from the Born

approximation. The result is

R = (An) 2 s in 2 AkL
(AkL)
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From this expression it may readily be seen that the width of the peak (full width between the first

zeros is

AkL -- +

2,,rAfL
n n

C

AfFw = C

nL

In the above analysis it has been assumed that the phase fronts of the grating (i.e., the surfaces of

constant index change) are perpendicular to the core of the fiber. The case where they are tilted is also

of considerable interest since it allows coupling of radiation out of the core. This will be discussed in a

later section of this report.

2.3 PRODUCTION OF BRAGG GRATINGS

As indicated above, the basic technique for producing a grating involves formation of an

interference pattern between two intersecting UV beams and exposing the fiber to the interference

pattern. It is necessary to remove the buffer coating from the fiber since most buffer materials are

opaque to the ultraviolet radiation.

In early experiments, a high power argon laser (Coherent Inc.) was frequency doubled in a

commercial temperature tuned KDP frequency doubler (INRAD) to produce an ultraviolet beam at

514/2 or 488/2 nm. This arrangement produced a beam of about 2 mw average power for an input of 2

watts. When the input power was increased above this level, the quality of the beam deteriorated

without significant increase in UV power. This system was used to make some relatively weak gratings,

but was abandoned in favor of the arrangement shown in Fig. 2-5. A Lambda Physik XeCI excimer

laser operating at 308 nm was used to pump a Lambda Physik tunable dye laser. The dye laser

incorporated a grating and an etalon to tune the wavelength and narrow the line. This laser produced

an output at about 490 nm. This radiation was then doubled in a BBO (beta barium borate) crystal to

produce an ultraviolet beam at 245 nm. This rather elaborate arrangement was needed to ensure

adequate coherence in the UV beam. To produce a grating, the coherence length of the interfering

I1
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Fig. 2-5. Experimental setup for the production of gratings.

89-6-66-3

beams must be at least as long as the desired grating length. The manufacturer's specifications give a

coherence length of 20 cm for the dye laser. When the radiation is doubled, the bandwidth is doubled

and the coherence length is reduced by a factor of two to give a 10 cm coherence length. The excimer

laser operated in a repetitively pulsed mode producing pulses of 20 ns duration at rates up to 80 Hz.

The UV beam was split and recombined in the interferometer as shown, and the fiber to be

exposed was placed at the intersection point of the beams. The periodicity of the grating could be

varied by varying the angle of intersection of the beams or by varying the UV wavelength. The period of

the grating is given by

Ag = A
2 sin 0

A = exposing (writing) wavelength

12



where 0 is the half angle between the intersecting beams. Although the interference pattern is formed

in glass, its period is the same as it would be if the beams were interfering in air. This is a result of the

refraction of the beams coupled with the shortening of the wavelength as they enter the glass. The

wavelength of radiation propagating in the core of the fiber is

n

A, -free space reading wavelength

and the Bragg condition for back reflection is

A.f --2A9

A r M --

sin 0

A filtered arc lamp and monochrometer were used to monitor the transmission of the fiber. A

separate setup could be used to monitor the reflectivity of the grating in the fiber. The reflected signal

was monitored by placing a beam splitter at the fiber input and comparing the reflected power to the

power reflected at a wavelength near but out of the grating band by a mirror at the output end of the

fiber.

Gratings were produced in a variety of fibers including a commercial (Spectran) 6.6 mole percent

germanosilicate core fiber, a fiber of the type used by Hill et al [11, an elliptical core, polarization

maintaining fiber (Andrew Corp.), and a very high germania content custom made fiber (Polaroid

Corp.).

Figure 2-6 shows a typical result obtained for a grating at approximately 578 nm. These data were

obtained using the Spectran fiber. The FWHM of this grating was 42 GHz. The formula presented

earlier predicts a full width between the first zeros of about 45 GHz. so the grating is somewhat wider

than predicted by the model. In a separate experiment, the reflectivity of the grating was monitored.

The intensity of the reflected signal was monitored with and without a 100% reflector at the far end of

13



the fiber. The results are also shown in the figure. This confirms that the light lost in transmission is

actually reflected and not absorbed or scattered.

1.0

TRANSMISSION

z FWHM 42 GHz

z
M 0.5

N | MIRROR IN

:REFLECTION
0

zI
BACKGROUND

0

575 576 577

WAVELENGTH IN nm

Fig. 2-6. Transmission and reflection spectra for 4.4 mm grating. 89-6-16-4

Gratings were also produced at 820 nm. Figure 2-7 shows the transmission spectrum of such a

grating. In this case, the grating was longer, about one centimeter, and the width is reduced

accordingly.

The strength of the index perturbation may be estimated from the measured reflectivity and the

grating length. Figure 2-8 shows the theoretical prediction of the grating reflectivity as a function of the

length and magnitude of the index change. The experimental point at 50% reflectivity corresponds to

the 580 nm grating discussed above and the higher reflectivity point corresponds to a grating at 820 nm.

The lower reflectivity point is a grating produced earlier using the frequency doubled argon laser. The

magnitudes of the index changes are in gxd agreement with the phenomenological model presented

earlier. That model predicted a change of about 10- 4, but was based on the measured absorption of a

sample of 100% GeO 2.The germania content of the fiber core is substantially lower so that changes of

a few parts in 105 are quite reasonable.
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Figure 2-9 shows a plot of the grating strength as a function of exposure time. This was measured

on a sample of Andrew Corp. elliptical core fiber. The saturation of the index change is evident. Here

the exposure intensity was 3.5 watts/cm 2 and the saturation occurred after a few minutes of exposure.

The saturation properties vary from fiber to fiber but the exposure conditions shown in the figure are

fairly typical.

100
EXPOSURE INTENSITY IS 3.5 W/SQCM

z
0

I.--
z

LU

Cr

10

0

0 100 200 300 400 500
EXPOSURE TIME (sec)

Fig. 2-9. Strength of Bragg grating vs exposure for Andrew fiber.
90-1-49-5

An interesting and useful phenomenon was observed in the investigation of the Bragg gratings. If

blue light from an argon laser is propagated in a fiber with an embedded grating, the region where the

grating exists emits a red fluorescence. Presumably the bleaching of the UV absorption leads to the

formation of another type of center that has an absorption at 457 nm and subsequently decays via the

fluorescence. This fluorescence can certainly provide information on the nature of the states involved.

Time did not permit a thorough investigation of this phenomenon during the program. Figure 2-10

shows a spectrum of the fluorescent emission. The fluorescence is independent of the grating

periodicity. It occurs when a section of the fiber is exposed to a single UV beam. The fluorescence is

useful in that it allows the determination of the location of a grating in a section of fiber.
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Fig. 2-10. Fluorescence from exposed section of fiber excited by 457.9 NM
argon laser line. 90-1-49-6

2.4 MODE AND POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE OF REFLECTIVITY

In a fiber that can support more than one mode, the various transverse modes will have their

reflectivity peaks at different values of the free space wavelength. The reflectivity peak occurs when the

axial wavenumber of the mode is equal to one-half the grating wavenumber. In the experiments around

580 nm, the fiber was not single mode and could support the next higher mode. A transmission

spectrum is shown in Fig. 2-11. The transmission dip at the shorter wavelength corresponds to the

second mode. The predicted separation of the peaks was calculated from the dispersion relation for

the fiber and was within ten percent of the measured value.

Gratings have been made in polarizing preserving fiber. The effective index of refraction is

different for the two states of polarization so that one would expect to see two transmission dips for

unpolarized light input, one for each mode. Figure 2-12 shows the transmission for a grating produced

in Andrew elliptical core fiber. The unpolarized light shows the two dips as expected. With polarized

light, two separate dips were observed. The separation of the dips agrees closely with the value

calculated from the known beat length of 4.5 mm. The depths of the two peaks are different. This

17



results from the fact that the sensitivity of the spectrometer used was different for the two states of

polarization.
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Fig. 2-11. Transmission dip due to higher order transverse mode.
89-6-66-7
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2.5 TEMPERATURE AND STRAIN SENSITIVITY

If a fiber with an embedded grating is heated, the refractive index and the dimensions of the fiber

will change and the wavelength of peak reflectivity will shift. The shift is given by

6A/A = (a + )AT

where

= expansion coefficient for the fiber

= .55 x 10-6 °C-1

= thermooptic coefficient

= 8.31 x 10-6 C- 1

8x/x = 8.86 x 10-6 AT

Figure 2-13 shows the measured shift in the location of the reflectivity peak of a fiber grating up

3
03 MEASURED 0

-CALCULATED

WITH STRAIN RELIEF

z 2

-

00

0

0 100 200 300 400 500

TEMPERATURE IN DEG C

Fig. 2-13. Shift in Bragg wavelength with temperature change.
90-1 -49-7

to a temperature of 500 °C. The shift is quite linear and in good agreement with the calculated

response. It is significant that the grating persisted at the elevated temperature. When the fiber was

allowed to cool, the peak shifted back reversibly to its original location. In a later experiment, a grating

20



was heated to between 500 °C and 800 °C. In this case, there was an irreversible change in the grating;

the lineshape was changed and upon cooling, did not return to its original condition. This is the region

in which the fiber begins to soften so such changes would be expected.

Similarly, if a fiber is strained, its index and the periodicity of the grating will change leading to a

shift in the peak. This may be calculated to be

6AI. = (1 - Pe) E

where

Pe = photoelastic constant

E = 8L/L = Y- 1 F/A; Y = Youngs modulus = 1.04 x 107 psi

F/A = Force/unit area

Sx/k = 7.50 x 10-8 F/A

Figure 2-14 shows the measured shift in the reflectivity peak as a function of applied stress,

together with the calculated values. Again, the agreement is quite good.
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Fig. 2-14. Shift in Bragg wavelength with applied stress.
90-1-49-8
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2.6 COUPLING OF RADIATION OUT OF A FIBER BY A GRATING

All of the previous discussions and experimental results have been concerned with the case in

which the phase fronts of the embedded grating were perpendicular to the fiber axis. We now consider

the case of tilted gratings. In general, the radiation scattered by an embedded grating will be a

maximum for the wavelength and direction that satisfy the Bragg condition. The Bragg condition is the

condition that satisfies both energy and momentum conservation. For a perpendicular grating, the

situation is as shown in Fig. 2-15a. Energy conservation requires that the frequency of the incident

ENERGY CONSERVATION (W2 = (W1

AW -*. -al.
MOMENTUM CONSERVATION 132 = p, + K

BACKSCATTERING OUT-COUPLING

Go K K

go I 132
12 01

1'

(A) (B)

Fig. 2-15. Bragg conditions.
90-1-49-14

radiation and the scatuered radiation be the same. Momentum conservation requires that the incident

wavevector, -, plus the wavevector of the grating, Z, equal the wavevector of the scattered

radiation, fi2 • For ;)erpendicular grating, all the wavevectors are collinear. The scattered wavevector is

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the incident wavevector so that the momentum

conservation condition gives

= 2A 8n
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This is the Bragg condition discussed previously. The case of a tilted grating is shown in Fig.

2-15b. Here the wavevector of the grating is inclined at an angle, 0g, with respect to the fiber axis. The

magnitudes of the incident and scattered wavevectors must be the same. Elementary trigonometry

shows that the scattered wavevector must be at an angle 20g with respect to the fiber axis. Applying the

law of cosines to the momentum diagram gives

If1uI2 + 0f212- 2 1 1 fi21 cos (180- 20g) 1K

23 2 (1 + cos 20g) = K2

4p 2 COS 2 2 9 g = K2

2 f cos g = K

This analysis strictly applies to infinite plane waves. In this case, there is only one angle and one

wavelength that is scattered efficiently. In the case of the embedded grating, there is a considerable

spread in the grating wavevector in the direction transverse to the fiber core. We can treat this by

considering the separate vector components of the momentum matching condition. We now allow the

radiation to be scattered at some angle 0 that is different from 20g. For the transverse component

3 sin = K sin 0g + AK

Here AK is the spread in the transverse component due to the small core diameter. This spread

allows the equation to be satisfied for a range of values of the scattering angle. The longitudinal

component gives

-ficos 0 - K cos 0

f(1 + cos 0) = K cos Og

cos 0 Kf c -Kcos Og-

This determines the scattering angle as a function of the incident wavelength. The embedded

grating can thus act as a spectrometer, coupling out different wavelengths at different angles.
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An experiment was carried out to investigate the coupling of radiation out of a fiber. A 5 mm long

grating was made in an elliptical core, D-shaped, polarization maintaining fiber. The fiber was rotated

to form Bragg planes at approximately 400 with respect to the major axis of the elliptical core and

normal to the flat face of the fiber. Figure 2-16 shows the coupling of HeNe radiation out of the fiber.

This figure is a double exposure. One exposure was taken with the camera focused on the fiber. The

second exposure was then taken with the camera focused at infinity to obtain the far field pattern. At

the 633 nm wavelength, the fiber could support two modes in each of the orthogonal polarization

states. As a result, two pairs of beams are radiated. Each of the beams seen in the figure is actually a

pair of beams, one for each state of polarization. Figure 2-17 shows a trace of the far field intensity of

this pattern. The scattering angle is measured with respect to the direction normal to the fiber. A

polarizer was used to separate the two polarization components. The perpendicular polarization is the

one perpendicular to the fiber's major axis. The parallel polarization is the one orthogonal to the

perpendicular polarization and the direction of propagation. Since the radiation is being scattered

nearly normal to the fiber. The dipole factor greatly reduces the intensity of the parallel component.

The scattered intensity at 633 nm was approximately 3 x 104 of the incident intensity. Experiments

were also carried out at other wavelengths. These verified the angle vs wavelength dependence of the

scattering. A scattering efficiency of 2 x 10- 3 was measured at 514 nm.

O PTICAL FIBER
/

TILTED BRAGG GRATING OUTPUT LIGHT
IN FIBER CORE

Figure 2.16 Wav elength-selective light coupling from fibers with bragg coatings.
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Fig. 2-17. Outcoupling of light by a grating. 90-1-49-13

2.7 LOCKING AND TUNING OF AN EXTERNAL CAVITY SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
WITH AN EMBEDDED FIBER GRATING REFLECTOR

Since an embedded grating is a narrowband reflector, it may be used as a reflector in an external

cavity laser to lock the frequency of the laser to the reflectivity peak. The frequency may then be tuned

by strain or temperature as discussed above.

A grating was produced with a 58% reflectivity in a bandwidth of 0.05 nm around 822 nm. A 32

cm length of fiber terminated by this grating was butt coupled to the output facet of a commercial

gain-guided AIGaAs diode laser having 90% and 3% reflectivity at the rear facet and the output facet,

respectively. Due to inefficiency in the fiber to laser coupling, the grating-to-laser feedback was not

more than a few percent.

With the external feedback fully disabled, by misalignment of the fiber-to-laser coupling, the

laser usually operated on several modes of the optical cavity formed by the laser chip facets, as shown

in Fig. 2-19a. Brief periods of single mode operation were achieved by carefully adjusting the drive

current. The nominal output wavelength was near 816 nm and the single-mode linewidth was about 50
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MHz. With the coupling aligned, and with the laser temperature and drive current adjusted to place a

chip mode within the grating bandwidth, the laser output shifted to the 822 nm grating wavelength as

illustrated in Fig. 2-17b.

Fabry-Perot interferometry showed that within a single chip-cavity mode, several external-

cavity modes spaced by about 320 MHz (corresponding to the 47 cm effective optical length) often

oscillated simultaneously as shown in Fig. 2-18a. With the fiber-to-chip coupling carefully aligned, all

but one of these modes could be substantially quenched, as shown in Fig. 2-18b. A delayed self

heterodyne measurement showed the linewidth of the remaining mode to be as small as 200 KHz.

SIGNAL SIGNAL
LEVEL LEVEL
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A) LASER DIODE SIGNAL B) LASER DIODE SIGNAL WITH
BRAGG

GRATING REFLECTOR

Fig. 2-18. Controlling the emission of a laser diode with the reflection
from a Bragg grating in an optical fiber. 90-1-49-11

The external feedback was strong enough to support laser oscillation only when the grating

wavelength matched that of a chip mode. When the grating period was varied, either by applying axial

stress or by controlling the temperature, the laser output wavelength tuned discontinuously from one

chip mode to the next. Stress tuning over a 2 nm wavelength range, corresponding to seven axial modes

of the chip, was easily achieved in preliminary tests. The stress response data, shown in Fig. 2-19, were

actually obtained by monitoring the output wavelength of the external cavity laser. Continuous tuning

over this range can be anticipated if the external feedback coupling is improved and the chip output

facet reflectivity is reduced.
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Figure 21 9 Single grating-selected laser-chip mode (scanning Fabry-Perot display).

Fig. 2-19. Single grating-selected laser-chip mode (scanning Fabry-
Perot display). 90-1-49-12

2.8 MULTIPLE GRATING CONFIGURATIONS

It is of interest to consider fiber structures involving two or more gratings separated by regions of

unperturbed fiber. This situation may be analyzed readily using the T matrix formalism [4]. The basis

of this approach is shown in Fig. 2-20. The section of fiber with the grating is treated as a four port

element with inputs al and a2 from either side and outputs bI and b2. The relations between the inputs

and the outputs are determined by the complex reflection and transmission coefficients. These are

given in 131 for a grating of arbitrary length, strength and center frequency. The expressions are

somewhat cumbersome and will not be reproduced here. The input-output relations may be recast in

the form shown in the figure. The T matrix relates the input and output on the right side of the element

to the corresponding quantities on the left side. The T matrix for a section of unperturbed fibet is also

easily derived. The beauty of the T matrix is illustrated in Fig. 2-21. The T matrix for cascaded

elements is simply the matrix product of the T matrices of the individual elements. With this approach.

complex structures involving identical or different gratings separated by arbitrary spaces may readily
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be analyzed. Commercially available software packages such as MATHCAD are well suited to this

type of calculation.

al [2

a2=T aa al+T ab bl
b2=T ba al+T ab bl

FOR A MIRROR

r/jt 1 /jt

T=

-1/jt I r/jt
I

Fig. 2-20. T matrix.

90-1-49-15

FOR CASCADED ELEMENTS

IS EQUIVALENT TO
T=T3xT2xT1

Fig. 2-21. Beauty of the T matrix.
90-1-49-16
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Figure 2-22 shows a simple example of the results. The structure is a fiber Fabry-Perot resonator

consisting of two identical gratings of one centimeter length separated by a space of two centimeters.

The reflectivity of each grating was 80%. Within the transmission dip of the individual grating

response, there are transmission bands corresponding to the Fabry-Perot resonances of the structure.

These bands can become extremely narrow for large spacing of the gratings.
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Fig. 2-22. Calculated spectrum of Fabry-Perot resonator formed with
bragg gratings.

90-1-49-17
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

Work on this program has demonstrated that strong, localized Bragg reflectors may be readily

formed in fibers by exploiting the photorefractive effect in germanosilicate glasses. Previously,

gratings have been formed in fibers by polishing away the fiber cladding and producing periodic

perturbations by photolithographic techniques. This is a rather elaborate, time-consuming and

expensive procedure. The present technique is extremely convenient and simple. Gratings can be

produced in a matter of minutes with minimal disturbance to the fiber. This offers great promise for

the practical realization of a wide variety of optical devices for sensor and signal processing

applications.

Sensors for temperature, strain or other parameters may be made based on the change in the

grating period and index in response to environmental changes. Coatings may be applied to the fiber to

allow sensing of electric and magnetic fields. Directionally sensitive sensors may be made using

gratings in birefringent fibers. Alternatively, the gratings may be used simply as controllable

narrowband reflectors and measurements may be made of the change in optical path length of sections

of fiber between reflectors. Multiplexed, distributed sensors may be made using a variety of

wavelength, time domain, frequency domain and coherence multiplexing schemes. One can even

envision a phased array of sensors on a single optical fiber.

A wide variety of optical signal conditioning components based on embedded gratings is

possible. Extremely narrow bandpass and band stop filters can be made. Filters with complex

transmission characteristics may be synthesized. Tapped delay lines, transversal filters and optical

matched filters may be realized. These can operate on the optical signal itself or on a microwave

modulation imposed on the optical carrier. Rapidly programmable transversal filters are also

possible. Sets of gratings with different tap weights can be formed at different wavelengths and the

desired set of tap weights may be selected by changing the wavelength of the optical carrier.

Wavelength selective taps have been demonstrated and should be useful in wavelength multiplexed

systems. Filters may be made to affect the different transverse modes selectively in a multimode fiber.

The use of an embedded grating to lock and tune the frequency of an external cavity semiconductor

laser has been demonstrated. With appropriate temperature control it may be possible to use the
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gratings as optical frequency standards in a way analogous to quartz crystals at lower frequencies. It

should also be possible to make an all fiber grating-tuned laser using a germanosilicate fiber with a

rare earth dopant and a semiconductor diode laser pump.

Much work remains to be done to elucidate the details of the photorefractive process and to

optimize the photosensitvity. It is known that the formation of the photosensitive centers is favored by

processing the glass at high temperature and subsequently allowing rapid cooling. This thermal cycle

could occur during the formation of the preform or in the actual drawing of the fiber. Variations in

sensitivity are observed in nominally similar samples of commercial fiber, presumably due to slight

variations in the processing history of the fiber. Gratings have been formed successfully, however, in a

variety of different commercially available fibers so that the practical realization of optical

components based on embedded gratings need not await the thorough understanding of the

photorefractive process itself.
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